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Change View


Global Corp offers a full line of landing gear and gas-turbine engines for a variety of applications. Covering a range 
from 400 to 40,000 horsepower. Our engines power both marine vehicles as well as aircraft.The LV1200 is the most 
recent commercial product to be developed at Global Corp. This landing gear covers the has been designed spe-
cifically for 200-passenger aircraft. It is currently offered on the 
AirShuttle K218, part of the successful K200 aircraft family and 


will enter service In the 
spring  of 2006.


The LV1200 builds on 
proven technology 
gleaned from other 
Global Corp advanced 
landing gear programs 
to deliver the lowest 
cost of ownership for 
200-passenger aircraft 
operators. Global Corp 
has incorporated tech-
nological advances in 
the LV1200 that enable 
a reduction in parts 


count. With fewer parts, the landing gear has a lower mainte-
nance cost. 
The LV1200 meets all current and anticipated stress and op-
erability requirements to provide longevity and high residual 
value.  For airlines contemplating the future acquisition of new 
200-passenger aircraft.
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Our test samples are put through the most extensive cycle 
of operations before manufacturing  for certification
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Solution Brief


Adobe solutions for product 
development collaboration 
Adobe helps manufacturers accelerate time to market by streamlining the 
product development process


With increasing competition, manufacturers must persistently push the limits of new product 
development—reducing costs, driving innovation, minimizing design cycles, and improving 
product quality—while bringing products to market faster than ever. To achieve these goals, 
organizations must find better ways to communicate and collaborate among dispersed project 
teams and with remote suppliers, offshore production facilities, and customers worldwide. 


Adobe can help organizations cost-effectively and more securely collaborate on product designs, 
project plans, and other critical yet sensitive information across your entire value chain. 
Improved collaboration speeds up the innovation process, lowers product development costs, 
and helps ensure compliant products.


Manufacturers must collaborate with an extended team
Effective collaboration across the value chain is critical to the pace of innovation. To provide 
timely and efficient communication, manufacturers need to simplify the secure exchange of 
product data. They need the ability to engage all stakeholders—from initial design to 
development of technical specifications through procurement, production, and delivery—
without losing the richness of native applications. But several challenges stand in the way.


Expensive, incompatible design application—Team members use different application 
environments, data formats, proprietary viewers, and expensive collaboration tools that are 
often incompatible, leading to conversion and interpretation errors.


Limited design team input—Not everyone has the appropriate software to make changes or 
comments on the review documents. Without a way to capture feedback from all stakeholders, 
manufacturers face the risk of losing valuable input, increased design costs, and delayed time  
to market.


Management of sensitive information—Once information leaves the company firewall, 
control becomes very difficult. Yet revision control and protection of sensitive information 
must be maintained.


Inefficient design cycles—Without the ability to tailor information specifically to the needs of 
the user, endless cycles waste critical design resources and lower productivity.


Adobe bridges the collaboration gap
Adobe solutions for product development collaboration help manufacturing organizations 
exchange information, such as 3D designs, quality specifications, and manufacturing processes, 
more securely with team members around the world. Adobe solutions, in conjunction with 
partner solutions and services, enable manufacturers to further automate all steps of the 
collaborative process to optimize product design, maintenance, repair, and manufacturability, 
faster and more cost-effectively than ever.


Accelerate time to market


Collaborate more effectively with all 
design partners, large and small.


Help eliminate costly  
design changes


Share designs earlier with everyone, 
so changes are made when they 
have the least impact and the  
least cost.


Increase collaboration throughout 
the supply chain


Extend your existing applications to 
deliver information to anyone with 
Adobe® Reader® and Adobe Flash® 
Player software.


Better manage and control 
sensitive information


Use digital rights management to 
manage revision control and protect 
sensitive design information outside 
the firewall.







Adobe products that help automate, 
manage, and control extended 
manufacturing processes include:


•  Adobe LiveCycle® ES (Enterprise Suite)


• Adobe Acrobat® Pro Extended 


• Adobe Acrobat Connect™ Pro


“We’re a global company 
with staff, suppliers, and 
manufacturing partners 
worldwide. Delivering 
engineering data in 3D PDF 
documents enables our staff 
and partners to reach across 
divisions and time zones to 
collaborate easily.” 
Joe Burch  
Engineering Systems Specialist,  
C&D Zodiac   


Did you know that Adobe Reader is 
installed on 89% of all Internet-connected 
desktops? Download the latest version for 
free at www.adobe.com.


Adobe Systems Incorporated 
345 Park Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95110-2704  
USA 
www.adobe.com


Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, Acrobat Connect, Flash, LiveCycle, and Reader are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems 
Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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For more information


For more details about Adobe solutions 
for product development collaboration, 
visit www.adobe.com/manufacturing.


Communicate and collaborate with anyone, anywhere
•	 	Improve	communication	by	delivering	engineering	content	from	a	variety	of	sources—


including 2D and 3D designs, office documents, and rich data already available in your CAD, 
PDM, and other enterprise systems—in a single, secure PDF file. 


•	 	Eliminate	the	need	for	expensive	specialty	viewing	software	by	enabling	reviewers	to	
comment, annotate, and mark up files using Adobe Reader.


•	 	Maximize	the	return	on	investment	(ROI)	of	your	3D	design	assets	by	sharing	product	data	
with downstream users so that they can start authoring technical documentation, marketing 
collateral, and training materials sooner to meet product launch schedules.


•	 	Enable	extended	design	team	members	to	create	and	exchange	information	and	ideas	via	
multimedia web conferencing in real time and on demand.


Simplify and automate the review and approval process 
•	Control,	monitor,	and	manage	the	overall	product	development	process.


•	 	Make	higher	quality	decisions	earlier	in	the	process	through	better	business	intelligence	by	
enabling feedback to flow both ways.


•	 	Track	and	manage	the	product	development	process	from	multiple	sources	and	design	teams	to	
reduce potential costly design errors and changes.


•		Maximize	productivity	by	empowering	each	design	team	member	with	rich	information	
packages tailored to meet the user’s specific needs.


Protect and control sensitive information anywhere it goes
•	 	Share	information	inside	and	outside	the	firewall	more	securely	by	adding	controls	to	


documents that help restrict who can open a file, what they can do with it, and how long  
they have access—even offline.


•	 	Manage	revision	control	of	design	information	beyond	your	firewall.


•	 	Provide	an	explicit	and	detailed	audit	trail	of	recipients’	usage	of	protected	documents.


With Adobe solutions and partner technologies and services, incompatible systems and different 
application environments are no longer an obstacle to collaboration. Manufacturers can use 
Adobe products to deliver rich content across the entire value chain—including experts and 
novices alike—in a more secure fashion. As a result, manufacturers can cost-effectively speed 
products to market.
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Landing Gear Brake Assy. Project Prototype


Product Group: Brake Assemby Testing Proc.
Main Fan Aligner (1267)
Compressor Multi Stage Clearance (3452) 90329314
HS Code: 90329111
Trademark: Global
Model: 6010


Product Description Partno.
1.Technische Angaben 1389767
2.Non-wire 8 sensors 9567278
3.Data storing and repairing graphic display 5142360
4.2-way input valve 3508203
5.No run-out compensation NA
6.Sensitivity reaches to 0.01 NA
Power supply :220V1HP 483582
Pitch :+4degree -- -4degree (0.01degree) NA
Camber :+10degree-- -10degre(0.01degree) 3821026
Caster :+15degree-- -15degree(0.01degree) 8516402
Kingpin inclinable :+15degree-- -15degree(0.01degree) 366963
Set back :+5degree-- -5degree (0.01degree) NA
Incl angle :+25degree-- -25degree(0.01degree) NA
Set back :+5degree -- -5degree(0.01degree) NA


NA
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ID Task Name


1 LV 3200 Turbine
2 Planning Phase
3 Planning
4 Review Plan


5 Incorporate Comments


6 Sign off


7 PRD Complete


8 Revise during RTI


9 Sign off


10 PRD Final


11 Create MRD/Go-To-Market Plan


12 Platform Spec - Draft


13 Quality Objective Plan - Draft


14 Configuration / Lab Plan - Draft


15 Cal CPM


16 Project Plan - Draft


17 Planning Review


18 Planning Phase Complete


19 RTI Phase
20 Functional Specs - Drafts


21 Tasking in Feature Database


22 Spec Sign Off Meetings


23 Bug Scrub (Prio A-C)


24 Quality Plan - Draft


25 Support Plan - Draft


26 Fullfillment Plan - Draft


27 OEM Plan - Draft


28 Architecture Spec - Draft


29 Upgrade Plan - Draft


30 PRD - Final
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Landing Gear Brake Assy. Project Prototype


Product Group: Brake Assemby Testing Proc.
Main Fan Aligner (1267)
Compressor Multi Stage Clearance (3452) 90329314
HS Code: 90329111
Trademark: Global
Model: 6010


Product Description Partno.
1.Technische Angaben 1389767
2.Non-wire 8 sensors 9567278
3.Data storing and repairing graphic display 5142360
4.2-way input valve 3508203
5.No run-out compensation NA
6.Sensitivity reaches to 0.01 NA
Power supply :220V1HP 483582
Pitch :+4degree -- -4degree (0.01degree) NA
Camber :+10degree-- -10degre(0.01degree) 3821026
Caster :+15degree-- -15degree(0.01degree) 8516402
Kingpin inclinable :+15degree-- -15degree(0.01degree) 366963
Set back :+5degree-- -5degree (0.01degree) NA
Incl angle :+25degree-- -25degree(0.01degree) NA
Set back :+5degree -- -5degree(0.01degree) NA
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